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ABSTRACT

This research is about transformasional leadership style influence of camat to silvan apparatus performance at Lumbok Seminung District West Lampung Regency. To the effect of this research is to be know how big transformasional leadership style influence of camat to silvan apparatus performance at Lumbok Seminung District West Lampung Regency.

Research type that is utilized is eksplanatory's type with quantitative approaching, wield simple linear regression analysis model. Data collecting by use of questionnaire. This research population is 11 silvans at Lumbok Seminung District, totals sample as much 3 silvans with respondent amount as much 23 silvan apparatus. Result of this research to point out that transformasional leadership style having for positive to silvan apparatus performance at Lumbok Seminung District West Lampung Regency. Affecting zoom of camat leadership style to silvan apparatus performance at Lumbok Seminung District West Lampung Regency is as big as 26,2 % and as big as 73,8% worded by unanalyzed of other variable on this research.
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